
Fact Sheet

Ensure Safety and Compliance in  
Oil & Energy Manufacturing

Oil and energy manufacturing organizations find them-
selves challenged with fluctuating prices in the market 
and strict regulatory requirements. These teams cannot 
accurately maintain field data, hazard assessments, 
and compliance processes without access to necessary 
real-time data. 

Without access to real-time data, oil and energy manu-
facturing organizations are challenged with efficiently 
producing enough fundamental resources, and meeting 
crucial safety and regulatory compliance standards. 
Without reliable methods of data collection due to paper 
form usage and human error, operations, shipment, and 
off-shore teams cannot gather accurate information for 
meeting global needs. 

Addressing Operational Challenges 
with Real-Time Data

Driving operational excellence is an ever-changing 
process for oil and energy manufacturers. With access to 
real-time data, teams can provide visibility into process-
es and drive the bottom line, efficiently produce funda-
mental resources, complete hazard inspection processes 
and streamline regulatory standards. 

Deliver Real-Time Data with Mobility

Mobility gives oil and energy manufacturing organiza-
tions and their teams the ability to access the real-time 
data they need to get the job done efficiently and safely. 
According to a recent report, 80% of manufacturers 
believe that access to real-time data could add at least 
6% productivity to their manufacturing organization 
(Catavolt, 2015). 

With real-time data, manufacturers can easily monitor 
production to provide the highest quality of service and 
products to global consumers, complete safety inspec-
tions and regulatory compliance reviews, and identify 
potential hazards or disruptions as soon as possible. 

With mobility, oil and energy manufacturing organi-
zations can easily collaborate together whether on or 
off-shore, manage schedules, complete regulatory safety 
checks, manage raw material inventory, and maintain 
employee safety plans and standards. Mobile apps 
give oil and energy manufacturing teams the ability to 
monitor compliance defects and errors in one place and 
better anticipate and respond to downtime, all while 
replacing manual, paper-based processes.

Accelerate Oil & Energy Manufacturing 
Operational Excellence with Real-Time Data

55% of oil & energy manufacturers 
believe meeting complex reg-
ulatory requirements is most 
challenging for their organiza-
tion (Grant Thornton, 2014). 

http://www.catavolt.com/opex2015
http://www.grantthornton.com/issues/library/survey-reports/energy/2014/10-Survey-reveals-big-growth-challenges-for-energy-industry.aspx


Oil & Energy Manufacturing  
Compliance and Regulations Challenge

Oil and energy manufacturing organizations are chal-
lenged to meet complex and constantly changing regula-
tory requirements that may affect volume of activity and 
prices in the market. 

With access to real-time data on mobile apps, oil and 
energy teams can easily capture essential field data 
needed for analysis by operations and sales teams. With 
real-time data, oil and energy manufacturers can antic-
ipate potential employee safety issues and hazards for 
those in facilities and off-shore. 

Manufacturing Organizations are 
Going Mobile in 2015

Accelerate Oil & Energy Production 
with Real-Time Collaboration  

Mobility for oil and energy manufacturing organizations 
gives teams the ability to access the information they 
need to produce fundamental resources that are essen-
tial for transportation, heating, cooling, and industrial 
manufacturing. With mobile apps, these manufacturing 
teams no longer have to rely on paper-based processes 
to get the job done. 

Give IT the Ability to Improve 
Employee Safety with Mobility 

Mobility gives IT professionals the ability to easily 
review and process regulatory standards and maintain 
employee safety plans with apps tailored for manufac-
turing. By implementing impactful mobile apps with an 
easy-to-use interface, oil and energy manufacturing or-
ganizations can drive faster, more rapid decision making 
and work flow in the office.

Request a Demo 

Monitor worldwide operations in 
real-time, whether on or off-shore

43% 
55% 

Planning to 
increase use 
of mobility in 
2015

No changes 
to plans for 
using mobility 
in 2015

Planning to 
decrease use 
of mobility in 
2015 (2%)

Click here to view  the "Accelerating 
Operational Excellence in 2015: Trends and

 Technonlogy" Report 

Click here to see a video demo of 
more manufacturing apps

http://www.catavolt.com/request-a-demo/
http://www.catavolt.com/opex2015
http://www.catavolt.com/resources/video-demo-mobile-apps-for-manufacturing/

